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     There once was a family that always disagreed with each other, the children, 

Amy and Edward would try to get their parents to stop. But one time Mr. and Mrs. 

Holmes got in a huge fight and decided to separate. They thought they had too 

many differences. Mom was more serious and always dressed more formal, while 

Dad dressed casually and acted less serious. Mom loved to read as did Amy and 

Edward liked to watch sports with his Dad. Mom always thought Dad was a little 

lazy and thought he was beginning to influence Edward. So they split the children, 

Amy went with her Mom because she had more of a similar personality. Amy with 

her dark brown hair like her Mom always agreed with her, while Edward was more 

like his Dad with Blonde hair and a similar attitude. Amy and Edward always got 

along though ever since they were separated. Amy and Edward really missed each 

other. 

     The mother went off with Amy to live in an apartment near the city while 

Edward and Mr. Holmes stayed in their old home area. Amy and Edward were 

planning on getting their parents together on Thanksgiving because they thought 

that Thanksgiving was the time to be together as a family. But they could not 

contact each other since they were many miles away from each other. Amy and 

Edward were convinced that they would never get their parents back together. 

Since Edward and Amy constantly begged to their parents they decided that every 



three months, they would meet up. This gave Amy and Edward some hope that by 

Thanksgiving they could be a family again. 

Thanksgiving was only four months away so they will meet up one more time 

before Thanksgiving and hopefully find a way to get them together. Amy would go 

to bed holding the home phone and once they saw the clock hit one in a.m. they 

would give each other a call. “Edward, how’s dad doing? Is he still mad?” Amy asked. 

“Not really in fact I see him looking at the picture on his wall of mom every night 

before bed”. “In fact I think he actually misses her”. “I think I am starting to see 

some emotion towards dad from mom.”  

     They continued that every week until they were pretty confident that their 

parents wanted to see each other again. But the day they met each other they got 

in another argument. Amy and Edward were so upset they thought this was when 

their parents would finally get back together. They were running out of time. 

Thanksgiving was coming up in one week! Amy and Edward were beginning to lose 

hope until eventually there was only one day until Thanksgiving.  

     Amy and Edward cried so much that their parents finally agreed to eat dinner 

as a family together but they still were mad at each other. So the day before they 

decided to meet up, Amy and Mrs. Holmes was a little stressed, “I’m tired of 



constantly visiting your father but for this one dinner only, I’ll stop arguing”. “I 

guess I can start getting some materials for dinner, we should get a turkey like we 

always do”. Edward and Dad started to also prepare some things for dinner. Edward 

said “you should make your famous pumpkin pie”. “Sure, that always seems to make 

your mother happy”. So they both went off to get their materials to start making 

dinner. 

     Now was the time to prepare for the feast. Mom arrived at their old house and 

began to start preparing the turkey with Dad. Amy and Edward prepared the 

dinner table and made some mashed potatoes. They were ready for the feast! At 

the table everybody was having a great time. “This pumpkin pie is great I always 

kind of missed this flavor,” Mom said. “This turkey outmatches my pie any day!” 

Dad said. They all had a great time, the kids were happy and their parents got 

along! When finally Mom and Dad finally realized, “there’s nothing to fight about; 

what matters is that we are all one happy family!” 

 

THE END 



How we Celebrate Thanksgiving 

In America 
 

                                   

A Cornucopia is used to hold food. 

 

A turkey is eaten at Thanksgiving every year. 
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For the children in Kenya that enjoy reading. 

To my friends, Richard and Bobert Chen, Michael Fei, and 
Joseph Chang for coming to this camp with me and writing 
stories for the kids in Kenya 



	  

	   	   	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  


